Translation solutions from Clinicalingua

ClinicaLingua specializes exclusively in translation services for the global life sciences
industry, from major healthcare organizations to the world’s largest pharmaceutical
companies and CROs.
Global REACH

›› Support for 100+ languages and locales
›› Established global network of fully credentialed in-country linguists
›› Experienced, multilingual project management team
›› 50,000+ global shipments to sites annually
Quality assurance

›› ISO 9001:2008 certified Quality Management System
›› Annual audits by an independent, nationally-accredited firm
›› Notarized translation certificates
›› Translator credentialing based on language proficiency, educational and advanced training credentials,

professional experience and certification, subject matter expertise, and a demonstrated history of success

Integrated Services

›› Translation, editing, back translation and proofreading
›› Medical writing, graphic design and layout
›› Localization and cultural adaptation
›› Management of the local review process
›› Expert medical review
›› Copyright assessment and linguistic validation of PRO instruments
›› Website translation and layout
›› Print-ready DTP/formatting
›› Print production and global logistics
Technology Resources

›› Translation Memory (TM) software to improve quality, reduce timelines and control costs
›› Web-based translation project management system with automated version control and client portal
›› Text verification software for improved quality assurance

For more information, visit www.clinicalingua.com or call 855-818-3405.

Translation solutions for 100+ languages and LOCALES

›› Afrikaans (South Africa)
›› Albanian (Albania)
›› Arabic (Egypt)
›› Arabic (Israel)
›› Arabic (Saudi Arabia)
›› Belarusian (Belarus)
›› Bengali (India)
›› Bosnian (Bosnia-Herzegovina)
›› Bulgarian (Bulgaria)
›› Burmese (Burma)
›› Catalan (Spain)
›› Cebuano (Philippines)
›› Chinese-Simplified
›› Chinese-Traditional
›› Chinese (China)
›› Chinese (Hong Kong)
›› Chinese (Malaysia)
›› Chinese (Singapore)
›› Chinese (Taiwan)
›› Croatian (Croatia)
›› Czech (Czech Republic)
›› Danish (Denmark)
›› Dutch (Belgium)
›› Dutch (Netherlands)
›› English (Australia)
›› English (Canada)
›› English (India)

›› English (New Zealand)
›› English (South Africa)
›› English (UK)
›› English (US)
›› Estonian (Estonia)
›› Farsi-Persian (Iran)
›› Finnish (Finland)
›› French (Belgium)
›› French (Canada)
›› French (France)
›› French (Switzerland)
›› Georgian (Georgia)
›› German (Austria)
›› German (Germany)
›› German (Switzerland)
›› Greek (Greece)
›› Gujarati (India)
›› Haitian Creole (Haiti)
›› Hausa (Nigeria)
›› Hebrew (Israel)
›› Hindi (India)
›› Icelandic (Iceland)
›› Igbo (Nigeria)
›› Indonesian (Indonesia)
›› Italian (Italy)
›› Italian (Switzerland)
›› Japanese (Japan)

›› Kannada (India)
›› Khmer (Cambodia)
›› Korean (South Korea)
›› Lao (Laos)
›› Latvian (Latvia)
›› Lithuanian (Lithuania)
›› Macedonian (Macedonia)
›› Malay (Malaysia)
›› Malayalam (India)
›› Marathi (India)
›› Norwegian (Norway)
›› Polish (Poland)
›› Portuguese (Brazil)
›› Portuguese (Portugal)
›› Punjabi (India)
›› Romanian (Romania)
›› Russian (Israel)
›› Russian (Russia)
›› Russian (Ukraine)
›› Sepedi (South Africa)
›› Serbian (Serbia)
›› Sesotho (South Africa)
›› Sinhala (Sri Lanka)
›› Slovak (Slovakia)
›› Slovenian (Slovenia)
›› Spanish (Argentina)
›› Spanish (Colombia)

›› Spanish (Costa Rica)
›› Spanish (Dominican Rep.)
›› Spanish (Mexico)
›› Spanish (Paraguay)
›› Spanish (Peru)
›› Spanish (Puerto Rico)
›› Spanish (Spain)
›› Spanish (Uruguay)
›› Spanish (US)
›› Spanish (Venezuela)
›› Swahili (Kenya)
›› Swedish (Finland)
›› Swedish (Sweden)
›› Tagalog (Philippines)
›› Tamil (India)
›› Telugu (India)
›› Thai (Thailand)
›› Tswana (South Africa)
›› Turkish (Turkey)
›› Ukrainian (Ukraine)
›› Urdu (India, Pakistan)
›› Venda (South Africa)
›› Vietnamese (Vietnam)
›› Xhosa (South Africa)
›› Yoruba (South Africa)
›› Zulu (South Africa)

ClinicaLingua has a standardized process for recruiting and credentialing teams for additional languages as needed
to support all client requests.

Part of the family
ClinicaLingua is proud to be a part of the Imperial Family of Companies—a clinical research support organization
also comprising DAC Patient Recruitment Services and Imperial Graphics. Together, these three vertically
integrated brands focus on patient recruitment, translation services and site material production and fulfillment.
ClinicaLingua offers efficiencies and savings not found with other translation providers. Working in synergy with
our sister companies, we provide start-to-finish clinical trial solutions with the power of three companies through
the convenience of one contact and one contract.

ClinicaLingua is an ISO 9001:2008-certified translation services provider.
For more information, visit www.clinicalingua.com or call 855-818-3405.

